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A fundamental skill that supports 
the concept of relationship is the 

ability to effectively give and 
receive a relay.

We need to effectively recognize and respond.  That is 
the beginning of authentic connection.



Social Intelligence

YB emphasized the need for manners and 
mannerisms that support a relationship.  These 
keep the mind alert to the relays that go on, so 
you recognize and respond appropriately.  It is a 

disciplined alertness.



Make a list of as 
many signals of 

connection as 
you can.  

Verbal and non-verbal



We tend to respond three ways.



1.  Neutral Mind

We attend to the person and 
respond to the relay with one 
of our own.   We accept the 
reality of the other person 
and we engage and share.



2.  
Negative 

Mind

We ignore it.  We deny 
them and we act busy or 

respond with our own 
interest.



3.  Positive Mind
We attack and repel it.  We overwhelm or attack the 

invitation to connect



Simple, straight 
and clear is the 

best rule.



“

”

A spectacular performance as a teacher doesn’t 
build trust; rather, your ability to create a relay 
that allows the person to know they are seen and 
that confirms them that you relay your highest self 
to uplift them in every situation is what will build 
trust and authentic relationships in your role as a 
teacher.
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Group Assignment Step One

One person reaches out with a statement.  The 
rest of the group responds in the three ways; 
connect at the same frequency, ignore, or attack 
or expel the relay-superior, insulting or critical.

Try this with statements you hear as a teacher, 
from friends, colleagues, and intimates.



Step Two

Sit silently and recall all your feelings from the exercise.  How did 
each response affect you?  How did each style of response affect 
the relationship? What chakras got acvtivated in the different 
responses?  When you’re stressed or emotional which type do you 
use?  What is the effect on the other person?

Share your observations



Large Group Share

What do you think is the 
biggest mistake - in their 
relay to their students-

that yoga instructors tend 
to make as they progress 

and become more 
experienced and popular?

What are the most 
effective things we do to 
create a successful relay 
and relationship with our 

students ?


